The SNEB Student Committee will be hosting a career panel with professionals working in a variety of areas in the nutrition field. Towards the end of the session, the SNEB Students Committee will discuss ways you can become more involved with SNEB.

Our invited panelists are:

Carrie Durward, PhD, RD  
Extension Specialist & Assistant Professor at Utah State University

Elizabeth B. Rahavi, RD  
Nutritionist at USDA Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion

Genna Reed, MA  
Science and Policy Analyst, Center for Science and Democracy, Union of Concerned Scientists

Tracy Fox, MPH, RD  
President of Food, Nutrition and Policy Consultants, LLC

Yenory Hernandez-Garbanzo, PhD  
Nutrition Education Specialist, Nutrition and Food Systems Division at the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

Saturday, July 22nd  
Time: 9:30 – 11:00 am  
Place: Latrobe/Bulfinch/Renwick